Paul Miller
CEO and Founder of the Digital Workplace Group
One of world's top 50 Social Employee Advocacy Leaders

Paul Miller is CEO and Founder of the Digital Workplace Group, described by Oracle as “phenomenon in its industry”. He
provides visionary yet prac cal insights into the digital future of work for many leading organisa ons and has been at the heart of
the work and technology revolu on for the last 20 years.

TOPICS:

IN DETAIL:

Artificial Intelligence
What Does an Intelligent A.I.
Workplace Look Like?
Leadership in the New Digital
Workplace Era – from Dictator to
Influencer
How the Digital Workplace Changes
the Physical Workplace
The New Demographics of Work –
Freelancing The Enterprise
What the Digital Future of Work Will
Be
The New Digital Work Ethic – The
Digital Renaissance of Work

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:
His powerful visions and examples from a host of household name companies
s mulates intense discussion among leaders and teams on the future shape of
work, collabora on and the role of the physical workplaces in a digital world. He
makes the digital world of work come to life in a refreshing, inspiring and
challenging style.

LANGUAGES:
He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

HOW HE PRESENTS:

2014 The Digital Renaissance of
Work
2012 The Digital Workplace: How
Technology is Liberating Work
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Paul was Founder and CEO of the communica ons company The Empowerment
Group, Publisher and Editor of social and digital innova on magazine Wave - and
in pre-internet days, co-founder of the Ideas Cafe salon. He was recently ranked
as one of the world's top 50 Social Employee Advocacy Leaders and was a Judge
and Mentor for the Duke of York (Inspiring Digital Enterprise Awards). For ﬁve
years Paul hosted the pioneering internet radio show Digital Workplace Live and
is Execu ve Producer of the 24-hour global digital experience Digital Workplace
24. He hosts the industry podcast Digital Workplace Impact. Paul has given many
inspira onal talks on the digital future of work, for audiences at Microso , IKEA,
Google, Accenture, Harvard Business Review, Cisco, European Commission,
Adobe and Oxford University.

Paul explains in a powerful and inspiring narra ve how every aspect of work is
being transformed in a clear, story based way. He has the ability to make complex
issues easy to absorb and has a unique style of interac on with his audience,
peppered with laughter and thought provoking.
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